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Crossed legs, crossed wires

Wiley Adams

2017 Vad Awards 
When: All Day  
Where: SCC: Eccles Art Gallery 
U of U Transfer Advisors 
When: 9:00 am - 2:00 pm  
Where: TRC: STC 2nd Floor  
Social Work Association Club 
When: 11:30 am - 12:30 pm 
Where: SCC: Alumni Room 
Hispanic Club Meeting  
When: 1:00 pm - 2:30 pm 
Where: TRC: Student Center 030 
Pre-Medical Professionals Club 
When: 1:00 pm - 2:30 pm 
Where: TRC: SI 290 
Student Actors Showcase 
When: 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm 
Where: SCC: Black Box Theatre 
ThoughtLab Web Marketing and 
Design Artists’s Workshop 
When: 6:30 pm - 7:30 pm 
Where: SCC: Multipurpose Room 1-032 

 

Last Day of Classes! 
When: All Day  
Where: All Campuses 
2017 Vad Awards 
When: All Day  
Where: SCC: Eccles Art Gallery 
USU Transfer Advisors 
When: 9:00 am - 1:00 pm 
Where: TRC: STC 2nd Floor 
BSU Meeting 
When: 12:00 pm - 2:00 pm 
Where: TRC: Student Center 023/025 

Queer-B-Q 
When: 12:00 pm - 2:00 pm 
Where: TRC: SEC 
AISL Club Meeting 
When: 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm 
Where: TRC: Student Center 217 
Conversation Club 
When: 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm 
Where: TRC: Student Center 219 
Animation Club 
When: 4:20 pm - 5:20 pm 
Where: SCC: 2-088 
Speakers Showcase 
When: 7:00 pm - 8:00 pm 
Where: TRC: TB 203 

2017 Vad Awards 
When: All Day  
Where: SCC: Eccles Art Gallery 
SLCC Softball vs. College of 
Southern Nevada 
When: 1:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
Where: TRC: Norma Carr Field 
Latinos in Action Meetings 
When: 1:00 pm - 2:30 pm 
Where: TRC: LAC 
Phi Theta Kappa Meeting 
When: 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm 
Where: TRC: Student Center 223 
SEDS Meeting 
When: 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
Where: TRC: SI 060 
Basketball Pick-Up Games 
When: 5:00 pm - 7:00 pm 
Where: TRC: LAC 
JAM Session 
When: 6:00 pm - 12:00 am 
Where: TRC: BB
 

Chamber Orchestra 
When: 8:00 pm - 9:30 pm 
Where: SCC: Atrium 

SLCC Softball vs. College of 
Southern Nevada 
When: 12:00 pm - 4:00 pm 
Where: TRC: Norma Carr Field
SLCC Senior Collections 
Fashion Show 
When: 6:00 pm - 9:00 pm 
Where: SCC: Atrium 
 

Finals Week - Good Luck! :) 
When: All Day 
Where: All Campuses 
U of U Transfer Advisors 
When: 9:00 am - 2:00 pm 
Where: TRC: STC 2nd Floor 

Finals Week - Good Luck! :) 
When: All Day 
Where: All Campuses 
U of U Transfer Advisors 
When: 9:00 am - 2:00 pm 
Where: TRC: STC 2nd Floor 

Thursday      27

Friday     28

For more information on these events, please visit www.globeslcc.com/calendar

Wednesday     26

Monday       1

Tuesday       2

What’s Hip, Hot, and Happenin’ on Campus

Saturday     29
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The Safety Utah Highway Patrol brings a secured 
area for students and faculty who ride their bikes to 
campus.

The highway patrol believes that with initiating this 
new area, it will reduce the number of bicycles thefts 
and also help encourage people to ride their bikes to 
school.

The bike racks are surrounded with a tall gate, with 
a curved top and spikes at the end to prevent thieves 

from breaking in.
The secured area can only be accessed with the 

newer version of the Salt Lake Community College 
One Card by imprinting the card next to the scanner 
at the door.

“I think it’s great, it’s helpful for anyone that has 
an alternative means to ride to campus,” says Rick 
Medley, Parking Services Affiliate.

As of now, the secured bike cage is only available 

at the South City Campus near the student parking on 
the west side of the building.

UHP are testing the cage and see what improvements 
have been made and will later add other secured bike 
racks at other SLCC Campuses.

The UHP also encourages bike users to register 
their bikes at slcc.edu/parking or contact parking 
services at 801-957-4011 for more questions.

South City’s latest installation holds bikes tight Yetzabel Diaz
Contributing  Writer         

Globe staff found no corrections 
necessary in the 4/12/17 issue. If you 
think we’re wrong, that we must be 
blind, or that we published a mistake 
on purpose just to aggravate you, 
stop by the Newsroom, Thursdays 

at Noon, or send an email to 
globe@slcc.edu. The Globe is now 
accepting applications for the Fall 
Semester!
- Jake Zaugg, Editor-in-Chief   

Bike cage at South City Campus. Cages can only be opened with an SLCC One Card.

Location

 ■ Photo by  Yetzabel D iaz
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When one thinks fashion one doesn’t imagine 
someone wearing a curtain, but at the Sustainable 
Fashion Show a former curtain gain new life as a long 
floor sweeping jacket. The motto of the event was 
“upcycling” and all of the clothing on display was 
created from excess fabric found at the SLCC Fashion 
Institute.

In a slide show before the models walked on display it 
was explained that according to the EPA Office of Solid 
Waste, Americans throw away more than 68 pounds of 
clothing and textiles per person per year. There was a 
dress made of 200 dryer sheets, representing half of the 
laundry that the average American household washes 
each year. Not only wearing down clothes and creating 
waste through textiles but also using up to 12,000 gallons 
of water. There are also 200,000 tons of synthetic dyes 
discarded into sewage and discharged into rivers, lakes, 
and seas by the textile industry. Part of the sustainability 
aspect of the show was to use only organic dyes made of 

Earth Day celebrations where held 
on April 19, 2017, with pop-up farmers 
markets, music, fashion show and a stand-
up economist. The Taylorsville, Redwood 
Campus was buzzing with everyone 
taking part in the celebration and taking 
part in all the activities.

The keynote speaker, a stand-up 
economist, Yoram Bauman, Ph.D., Did a 
comic routine on politics and the economy, 
telling jokes and involving the crowd. 
Bauman, also talked about climate change 
and ways he believed could help change the 
direction of the climate. He also addressed 
what he thought was the main problem the 
environment faces.

“The carbon emissions that we put off 
and this is a big reason for the warming of 
our climate,” says Bauman.

There are many other reasons that 
contribute to the change he reminded 
everyone, but the biggest and most 
difficult is the carbon being put out there. 
Bauman, talked about a carbon tax that 
he says would help combat the amount 
of carbon burned. How it works is by 
taxing carbon per pound; this would give 
company’s incentive to find better cleaner 
ways to do business. The tax collected 
would also create tax cuts and would help 
with making a green mindset explained 
Beuman.

Bauman helped draft a bill in Seattle, 
Washington, but was ultimately voted 
down. He did show that Canada has such 
a bill and it has been working quite well, 
even boosting their local economy. In 
all Buaman, put on a show that not only 
entertained but informed everyone who 
attended the event.

Bauman, travels the country delivering 
his message. The stand-up economist 
loves what he does and feels it gives him a 
way to get the climate change message out 
in a fun way. Bauman, has written cartoon 
books on climate change called The 
Cartoon Introductions to Climate Change, 
as well as YouTube videos on the subject. 
His work is online at thestandupeconimist.
com as well as Twiter, YouTube and 
Facebook.

Dean Steed
Staff  Writer         

SLCC 
celebrates 
weekend of 
green

Above: While this brown beauty shows off her duck feathers, Richard Nowak, of ASAP Avian Sanctuary and 
Protection, explaining the ways of the birds he helps to nurture back to good health. L-R Tiana Losee and 
Richard Nowak www.asaputah.org

Below: Katie Hall is a Spray Paint Artist who offers custom pieces, all as unique as they are creative and 
compelling. Her love for art was contagious. IG@kshepaints katlyncoleenhall@gmail.com

 ■ Photos by  Heather Robison
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When one thinks fashion one doesn’t imagine 
someone wearing a curtain, but at the Sustainable 
Fashion Show a former curtain gain new life as a long 
floor sweeping jacket. The motto of the event was 
“upcycling” and all of the clothing on display was 
created from excess fabric found at the SLCC Fashion 
Institute.

In a slide show before the models walked on display it 
was explained that according to the EPA Office of Solid 
Waste, Americans throw away more than 68 pounds of 
clothing and textiles per person per year. There was a 
dress made of 200 dryer sheets, representing half of the 
laundry that the average American household washes 
each year. Not only wearing down clothes and creating 
waste through textiles but also using up to 12,000 gallons 
of water. There are also 200,000 tons of synthetic dyes 
discarded into sewage and discharged into rivers, lakes, 
and seas by the textile industry. Part of the sustainability 
aspect of the show was to use only organic dyes made of 

fruit and vegetable juices.
Amy Royer adjunct professor was asked last year to 

participate in Earth day festivities. At the previous event 
they had a booth to show people how to incorporate 
sustainable fashion into his or her day to day life. The 
booth was received well so they decided to come back 
this year with something larger scale.

Royer has been teaching at SLCC for over 5 years 
with a focus on sustainability starting 2 years ago. She 
has been skating with The Beehive Skate Revolution 
derby team for the past 3 years. While she was looking 
over fabric scraps to create pieces for the show she had 
the thought that the small pieces would be perfect to 
make costume shorts for the derby team, which lead to 
them being a part of the second half of the fashion show.

Katherine Wilson, also known as Allocate 
[AllyCat? Ed] has been a member of The Beehive Skate 
Revolution for the past 4 years. Wilson explained that 
a big part of the derby community is sharing what is 

no longer needed. Rather than donating to charities, 
the community members will get together to find new 
homes for their used items.

At home Wilson seeks to watch her water 
consumption and save water where she can, and in the 
derby community they try to carpool as often as possible 
to minimize their environmental footprints. Another 
derby model, Kimberly Higginson (aka Kittenbottom) 
explained how Royer asked the team to participate 
in the fashion show as a favor. Royer also did all the 
designs for the derby outfits herself. Higginson tries to 
incorporate sustainability at home by recycling.

“Everyone is so free with their stuff… we do a lot of 
reusing and recycling,” says Higginson.

As a final note the Fashion Institute encourages 
everyone to find new uses for old clothing and fabrics--
to use creativity to find new uses for them, and to wash 
your clothes less often, which will increase the life span 
of clothing and save water.

Eco-friendly fashion rocks Taylorsville-Redwood Tamara Estey
Staff  Writer         

SLCC 
celebrates 
weekend of 
green

The Sustainable Fashion Show had an eager audience.

 ■ Photo by  Heather Robison
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End the Word campaign aims to clean up language
Jaycee Payne
Contributing  Writerf

It’s exclusive, offensive, and derogatory. 
It’s disheartening, it’s hateful, and worse, 
it’s spreading. Social media, word of mouth, 
television, movies, they’ve all been mediums to 
spread this and make it seem like a playful term. 
This word is often used synonymously with the 
words “dumb” and “stupid”. The word that can 
tear someone apart in three syllables. A word once 
meant as a clinical description has now become a 
slur. Regardless of how this word got to where it 
is now, and how these stereotypes developed, it is 
our job to put a stop to it. This heinous word is, of 
course, “retarded.”

The Spread the Word to End the Word campaign 
is a youth led program promoting education of 
person-first language and changing the way we use 
our words in everyday life. It is about encouraging 
others to think before they speak about individuals 
with disabilities, and changing the attitude of 
society. According to “Spread the Word to End 
the Word” campaign, 89% of Americans think it is 
offensive to call someone with a clear intellectual 

disability “retarded”, 56% of Americans feel it 
is not offensive to refer to oneself as “Retarded” 
when they make a mistake, and 38% of Americans 
feel it is not offensive to call a friend “Retarded” 
when they do something foolish.

It seems to start in middle school, during those 
awkward years of finding friends and the need for 
validation from others, when words are thrown 
around like nothing. Many never consider the 
affects the word has, or consider the person they 
may be bringing down. This word dehumanizes a 
person who has done nothing but live life to the 
fullest. All that many need is a simple reminder 
to not use the word. Person-first language is a way 
to emphasize a person, and not their disability, as 
well as spread positivity

in our society and dispel negative attitudes, 
stigmas, and stereotypes. Only through the 
education of others and through words of positivity 
and acceptance will we as a society ultimately end 
the word.

The Spread the Word to End the Word campaign 

is a powerful way for the community to share 
their stories of love, acceptance, and positivity, 
while shedding light on the way media uses the 
word in a negative connotation. This campaign 
gives a step-by-step how-to on approaching others 
who use the r-word. Because the conversations 
can be uncomfortable, this campaign suggests 
tips in dialogue scenarios to help us successfully 
articulate why the r-word is hurtful in everyday 
speech. There are ways we can get involved 
in ending the word, such as involvement with 
organizations such as Best Buddies or the 
Special Olympics. This campaign provides 
further leadership opportunities and ways to get 
involved in your community. In any setting, in any 
situation, we must be conscious of the words we 
use to describe individuals with disabilities, and 
use person-first language to emphasize the person 
and not the disability. Words have immense power 
to destroy or empower an individual.

While we often like to pretend otherwise, words do matter, and the ones you say can spread toxicity. Take the pledge today at r-word.org.

 ■ Photo cour tesy of the  Spread  the Word Campaign
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is a powerful way for the community to share 
their stories of love, acceptance, and positivity, 
while shedding light on the way media uses the 
word in a negative connotation. This campaign 
gives a step-by-step how-to on approaching others 
who use the r-word. Because the conversations 
can be uncomfortable, this campaign suggests 
tips in dialogue scenarios to help us successfully 
articulate why the r-word is hurtful in everyday 
speech. There are ways we can get involved 
in ending the word, such as involvement with 
organizations such as Best Buddies or the 
Special Olympics. This campaign provides 
further leadership opportunities and ways to get 
involved in your community. In any setting, in any 
situation, we must be conscious of the words we 
use to describe individuals with disabilities, and 
use person-first language to emphasize the person 
and not the disability. Words have immense power 
to destroy or empower an individual.

The Salt Lake Community College Dance 
Company performed their annual spring concert, 
titled Moving Words 2.0, on April 14 and 15 in the 
Grand Theatre. The concert highlighted student 
choreography, and to promote this student and faculty 
choreographers were to find poetry, stories, phrases, 
or words that moved or inspired them. Associate 
Professor of Dance Tess Boone explained, “Words 
invoke feelings and feelings are of the body, so that 
can inform movement." A total of 18 separate dance 
pieces were performed, showing of many styles of 
dance, such as hip-hop, ballet, tap, contemporary, 
Brazilian-modern fusion and dance-for-the-camera.

Community, professional, and college musicians 
shared the stage with the student dancers, including 
the House of Lewis , Samba Fogo drummers and 
singers, and the Salt City Jazz choir. Two soloist 
dancers, each a part of both the Salt City Jazz Choir 
and Dance Company, performed to their own singing 
as well. Many of the performers choreographed, 

or helped choreograph, the pieces that were in the 
concert, though all of the performers auditioned to be 
in Dance Company and to choreograph.

Tori Woodall, Dance Company President, 
choreographed a modern piece about human 
connections titled Bridge. Woodall explained that the 
phrases for her dance is “instead of building walls, we 
should be building bridges.”

Dae Marcuz, Dance Company Vice President, 
choreographed a hip-hop/contemporary piece. 
Marcuz explained his piece was about resistance and 
being able to rise up and do what is right in the face 
of opposition.

Jeremiah Pons, Dance Company Officer, did not 
choreograph a piece but instead performed a solo 
piece that was choreographed by Dance Company 
alumni Nick Gibas. Pons explained that the piece is 
about being cool and having confidence, and that the 
video format allowed himself and Gibas to draw focus 
to particular parts of the dance.

Victoria Marshall, Dance Company Officer, 
choreographed a contemporary piece. Marshall 
explained that her piece is contemporary because it is 
a particular type of dance she enjoys.

Haleigh Roundy, Dance Company Officer, helped 
choreograph the halftime piece with Marshall and 
Truong, a contemporary lyrical piece, using the word 
"empowering" as their inspiration word.

Andy Truong, Dance Company Officer, 
choreographed a jazz piece and the half time piece 
along with Marshall and Roundy.

Lauren Reynolds, a dance company member, 
choreographed a ballet. Reynolds explained that her 
piece was about not doing what everyone else is doing 
and to follow your obsessions. To Reynolds, the dance 
means to be happy being who she is and not worrying 
about what others think.

To try out for Dance Company, or for more 
information, reach out to faculty advisor Tess Boone 
via email at tess.boone@slcc.edu.

Hallee Booth
Contributing  Writer

Dance company mesmerizes in April performance

 ■ Photo cour tesy of  S tephen Speckman

SLCC Dance Company students, performing “It could Be, In Twenty Years,” choreographed by SLCC faculty Rosie Banchero.



Freshman Outfielder, Sara Bendt, stepped up to the plate for her first collegiate at bat. The 
pitch came in quick but Sara was ready. With the crack of the bat the ball went sailing further and 
further. Her sister, Tara Bendt watched as this memorable event was unfolding, not in the stands, 
but at first base as a Coach. The ball screamed out of the infield and over the centerfielders head 
landing over the fence. Sara rounded the bases as her sister celebrated her first homerun in her 
softball career.

“Watching my sister hit her very first homerun on her very first at bat in college was such a cool 
sister moment. I knew it was one of her goals to hit a homerun and it was a proud moment for me 
to see her achieve that,” says Tara.

Not many people get the luxury or the opportunity to coach or play with a sibling. Salt Lake 
Community Colleges Softball team has such a duo. Assistant Coach Tara Bendt and Freshman 
Outfielder Sara Bendt. The Bendt Sisters come from a family ripe in athletic talent. Their parents 
both competed in track and cross country in college and tried to pass on the running legacy to 
their daughters.

“My twin sister and I grew up playing every sport,” says Tara. “Our parents definitely hoped for 
us to be runners but we fell in love with softball, and along the way so did they; which then got 
Sara involved and she developed a love and passion for the game at a very young age. My dad got 
into coaching and throughout her (sara’s) career, she has been coached by the three of us, dad and 
sisters. Our mom just became the supporter. She came to everything and was always there for us.”

Though there’s a ten year age gap, the Bendt sisters have been involved in each other’s lives 
and supported each other throughout their sporting careers.

Having that close relationship naturally builds a bond and carries high expectations. The Bendt 
sisters are always trying to be positive influences for each other and making each other better at 
their respective positions. Being coached by a sibling isn’t always fun and games. The relationship 
carries its own burden.

“It’s hard honestly, she’s hard on me. Harder on me than anyone else. She expects a lot from 
me and pushes me to my potential. At the end of the day she’s my best friend and I want to be the 
player she was, so that’s what helps make it easier.” says Sara.

For Tara, she sees that she expects a lot out of her sister but knows tough love is part of coaching 
a family member.

“I definitely am hard on her and have to remember to stay patient some times. I want the best 
for her and expect her best at all times,” says Tara “Coaching her is great. We keep softball out of 
the home situation as much as possible and it’s been very easy. I’m very impressed with her growth 
and development since stepping on to campus. I have always been proud of her and will always 
push her to strive for greatness.”

Tara was an NJCAA First Team All-American at SLCC in 2008. She won SWAC Player of the 
Week as an outfielder for her exceptional plays on the field.

Sara is just starting her collegiate career and though she has big footsteps to fill, her future looks 
promising. In Sara’s 57 at bats she has accumulated a .368 batting average knocking in 14 RBI’s. 
Sara has scored 13 runs with 21 hits, three doubles, two triples, and a homerun. Defensively she 
has been perfect with zero errors.

“I think the passion that we have for the game, you can see it in both of us. Especially my sister 
as a coach,” says Sara “We’ve all grown up with this sport and I think my sister definitely does a 
good job trying to maintain that love with everyone on the team. We want to bring that family feel 
and make everyone our sisters. She has become everyone’s big sister in a sense, not only mine.”

Without a doubt there is a family element that is on display when the Bruins softball team takes 
the field. The team lives and dies for each other and the Bruin sisterhood is as strong a bond for 
the team as it is for the Bendt sisters.

BENDTS 
         DON'T 
                BEND Tyler Price

Contributing  Writer

Coaches Cyndee Bennett, Tara Bendt, and Jack McAfee talk to the team after their win against Snow College.Sara Bendt goes up to bat against Snow College last Saturday.

 ■ Photos by  A l l ison Hut to
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This spring the Encircle House, an LGBTQ 
family and youth resource center, opened its doors 
to the people of Provo, Utah. Located a block 
away from the Latter Day Saint Provo Temple, 
Encircle was founded by Provo resident Stephanie 
Larson, and is dedicated to creating an accepting 
and loving environment for anyone seeking it.

“Our mission is love,” says board member 
Holly Alden. “It’s [the Encircle House] essentially 
just a safe place where LGBTQ youth and their 
families can come together to talk, iron out their 
differences, and re-establish meaning and love 
in their relationships with one another.” Whether 
one has already come out as LGBTQ, has a family 
member who is gay, or just wants to know more 
about LGBTQ issues, Encircle hopes to provide a 
place where anyone can go to talk, and find love 
and acceptance from others.

This foundation is the first of its kind in Provo, 
and they hope that it will have a positive impact 
on the community that surrounds it. “This is a 

community that is very polarized on these issues,” 
says Alden, “so we want to create more acceptance 
and awareness surrounding the matter.” Alden 
continues to describe the fact that many people 
are being marginalized in the community because 
of the controversy between the Mormon church 
and LGBTQ people, and that Encircle just wants 
to create a community that doesn’t exclude anyone 
or try to change who they are.

Encircle also provides counseling for 
individuals, friends, and family. They make help 
accessible by making it as affordable as possible, 
even offering the first three sessions for free. 
They have many activates at the center like art 
programs, yoga nights, holiday activities, guest 
speakers, and even lunches for parents of LGBTQ 
youth to get together and share their struggles and 
experiences. The hope is that their involvement in 
the community will help put a stop to extremely 
high rates of teen suicide and teen homelessness 
rates in Utah, many of which are traced back to 

LGBTQ issues.
The Encircle Center occupies The Alexander 

House, located at 91 West and 200 South in 
downtown Provo. Built in the 1890s, the House 
has been a central part of Provo since the days of 
Brigham Young, and is on the National Register of 
Historic Places. and was beautify restored by the 
Encircle team, with the help of many volunteers.

Currently, Encircle is run entirely on charitable 
donation and volunteer work. “This couldn’t work 
if it weren’t for the community coming together 
and making this happen,” says Alden. “We don’t 
want people showing up because they are paid- we 
want them showing up because they care about the 
issues, and want to make a difference.” Encircle is 
open to the community and is always grateful of 
those who can spare time to help their cause. More 
information about how to donate or volunteer at 
Encircle, as well as their mission and purpose, can 
be found on their website at EncircleTogether.org.

Resource center for LGBTQ teens now open in Provo
Brooklyn Noel Alden
Contributing  Writer         

 ■ Photo cour tesy of the  Encirc le HouseEncircle House is a recently-opened resource center for LGBTQ youths in the Provo area. The house sits at 91 W 
200 S in Provo, and exists as a safe space for LGBTQ teens in need.
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I’ll drive 
really 
slow.
head-on 
into a 
family.
BUZZED 
DRIVING 
IS DRUNK 
DRIVING

Whether studying late, bar hopping, going to a 
concert or hanging out with friends, getting hungry at 
odd hours and finding a place to eat can be a challenge. 
The typical 24-hour restaurants are always an option, 
but it can be fun to mix it up and try something new. 
If you're looking for a new place to try for lunch, 
dinner, or after a night out with friends, give one of 
these places a try.

One of SLC most popular places to eat after 
midnight is the Pie Hole, located at 344 S State Street 
in the heart of the city. The Pie Hole serves pizza 
by the slice and has a variety of options, including 
vegan, to please anyone’s appetite. They’re known for 
constantly trying new pizza combinations, and the 
awesome PBR tower. The Pie Hole is inexpensive, 
and they allow their customers to add new art to the 
restaurant in the form of graffiti and stickers. Slices 
range from $2.09 per slice to $2.64 per slice and they 
serve beer and wine. The Pie Hole is open Sunday-
Thursday from 11:00AM-2:00AM and Friday-
Saturday from 11:00am-3:00am.

Bad Saint Taqueria is a newer restaurant that 
started in SLC in 2016. It’s right next door to the 
Pie Hole and offers tacos, burritos and quesadilla’s, 
though Friday and Saturday nights you can find 
bacon wrapped hot dogs on the grill. Pricing starts at 
$2.50 per taco, $6.00-$8.50 per burrito, or $5.00 for a 
cheese quesadilla. Bad Saint is currently open through 
renovations Monday-Wednesday 11:00am-2:30pm, 
Thursdays 11:00am-1:30am, and Friday-Saturday 
11:00am-2:30am, with renovations including a coffee 
area to be completed late May.

Sicilia Pizza and Kitchen is another popular pizza 
place downtown, located at 35 W Broadway. They 
serve pizza by the slice, calzones, lasagna and more. 
Their pizza by the slice is $3 each and other menu 
items range from $3 to $18.99. Their open Monday-
Wednesday 11:00am-10:00pm, Thursday from 
11:00am-11:00pm, Friday-Saturday 11:00am-3:00am 
and Sunday 3:00pm-10:00pm.

J Dawgs is another new restaurant, located at 341 
Main Street. They offer hot dogs and polish dogs on 
fresh baked buns with their special sauce. Dawgs 
start at $4.00 each or you can make it a combo for 
$7.00 to include chips and a drink. J Dawgs is 
open Monday-Thursday 11:00am-10:00pm, Friday-
Saturday 11:00am-2:00am.

A particular favorite among students is Alberto’s 
Mexican Food, located at 511 S 300 W. They offer 
a wide variety of food and most of their items are 
under $10. Dine in is available, or just grab your order 
through the drive-thru. Alberto's is open 24 hours per 
day, Monday-Saturday, though they close at 2:30am 
Sunday.

Johnny Slice is a new restaurant to SLC in 2017. 
Johnny Slice offers a lot more than pizza by the slice. 
They offer breakfast all day, build your own pizza, 
sandwiches and more, with by the slice pizza at $3 
per slice, and most other menu items under $10. 
They're open Monday-Thursday 8:00am-11:00pm, 
Friday 8:00am-2:00am, Saturday 11:00am-2:00am 
and Sunday 11:00am-10:00pm.

SLC's premier haunts for late-night eats
Catherine Gren
Contributing  Writer

 ■ Photos by  Jake Zaugg
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This summer, Live Nite Events will bring the 
second annual Bonanza Campout to Heber City, 
Utah. The festival will include hip hop, electronic, 
and indie rock music, as well as many camping and 
entertainment options.

Happening on the weekend of June 23-25th, this 
event is expected to bring in thousands of enthusiastic 
music fans. With artists ranging from Odesza, Ms. 
Lauryn Hill, Nas, Cut/Copy, and many local artists, 
there is certainly something for everyone to enjoy. 
The full list of artists is available on their website, 
bonanzacampout.com.

There are a wide range of different types of tickets 
available. GA and VIP are available, with single day 
passes, 2 day passes, and 3 day passes for each. GA 
passes range from $65-150. VIP passes range from 
$175-275 and include things such as expedited gate 
entry, private restrooms, a t-shirt and lanyard, and 

sponsor swag among other things. Parking passes are 
also available for $10-20.

Camping options for the festival include tents, RV 
camping, and car camping. Nearby hotels will have 
availability as well. Tent camping prices range from 
$100-150 with up to 4 people allowed per tent and 1 
parking spot per tent. RV camping is a very limited 
option and those who are interested are being asked to 
email info@bonanzacampout.com for more details.

An important thing to note is the cashless payment 
system. Each guest will be given a RFID-enabled 
wristband upon entry that acts as your method of 
payment for things such as food, merchandise, and 
other amenities. Cashless top-up stations will be 
located throughout the site, allowing you to refill your 
wristband for future purchases. The only area that 
will accept cash or card is the General Store by the 
main entrance of the festival.

Music isn’t the only thing that this festival brings. 
There will be a vendor village full of local offerings 
such as clothes, craft items, accessories, festival and 
artist merchandise. Food trucks will also be available, 
offering a wide variety of options. Specific food 
trucks will be announced leading up to the event. 
Multiple bars with full beer and liquor options will be 
on site as well.

For those wanting to get involved in the event as a 
volunteer, you must be 18 and have a great work ethic. 
The full form is available on their website under the 
“Get Involved” section. Other important information, 
such as restroom, medical, and security information 
as well as a list of allowed and prohibited items is 
available on their website under the “General Info” 
section. This event is sure to have a positive impact on 
our community and can be made greater with the help 
of willing volunteers.

Bonanza Campout promises hot nights and cool camping 
this July
Kyle Atkinson
Contributing  Writer

The Bonanza Campout plays host to over a dozen bands during a three day weekend. Bonanza 2017 is June 23-25, and will 
feature Waka Flocka Flame, Nas, and the Kongos, along with many others.

 ■ Photo cour tesy of  Bonanza
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artist merchandise. Food trucks will also be available, 
offering a wide variety of options. Specific food 
trucks will be announced leading up to the event. 
Multiple bars with full beer and liquor options will be 
on site as well.

For those wanting to get involved in the event as a 
volunteer, you must be 18 and have a great work ethic. 
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Bonanza Campout promises hot nights and cool camping 
this July

Perennial 
game expo now 
open to general 
audiences

2017's Electronic Entertainment Expo, also 
known as E3, the world’s largest annual video game 
exhibition, will be open to the public for the first time 
in the event’s 21-year history. In recent years, the 
expo granted admission only to those belonging to 
the press, developers, or anyone with enough renown 
and audience among the broader gaming community. 
If you were an ordinary fan of the video game 
industry, you were out of luck. The Entertainment 
Software Association holds the event each year in 
Los Angeles, CA, and finally decided to open the 
expo up to the general public. Rich Taylor, ESA’s 
Senior VP of Communications, recently commented 
on the decision in an interview with Gamespot. “The 
feedback we heard was clear – fans want to play the 
games inside the convention center,” Taylor said, “and 
exhibitors inside the convention center want to have 
access to the fans. So this year we’re bringing the two 
together.”

This decision sets a precedent for the future of E3, 
and while it is surely good news for fans, it brings 
the relevance of the annual event into question. Some 
are surely curious as to how the quality of E3, along 
with publisher and developer showcasing therein, 
will remain.

Last year, Activision and EA, two of the industry’s 
largest publishers, withdrew from the event entirely 
due to their view on how important the exposure 
really was or has become. Consequently, EA has 
already announced their second now-annual EA Play 
event, slated for June 10-12 this coming summer. 
Similarly, Sony and Nintendo have both become 
comfortable hosting their own events in recent years, 
with the likes of the PlayStation Experience and a 
slew of Nintendo press conferences, including the 
hype-generating Nintendo Direct.

This trend, along with the rising popularity 
of major events being live-streamed for free via 
such services as Twitch.tv and YouTube, seems to 
illustrate two things: the experience of events like 
E3, or other major press conferences is better in the 
comfort of one’s home, and that various publishers, 
developers and software companies are starting 
to recognize that there isn’t an intrinsic need for a 
singular major video game exposition.

Of course, these concerns remain to be 
determined, and eager gamers can revel in the 
opportunity to attend the event this June 13-15 at 
the Los Angeles Convention Center. Unfortunately, 
while tickets were available for perfection Tickets are 
still available at e3expo.com, with a limit of 15,000 
tickets available for purchase by the general public.

Danny Rutherford
Contributing  Writer

“E3 is why I hate video games,” says one YouTuber. “They just appeal to the male fantasy of 
competing with dozens of other men to see something, then being disappointed with the result a few 
months later.”

 ■ Photo cour tesy of  Dalvenjah v ia Wik imedia Commons
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Danny Rutherford
Contributing  Writer

Power company phishers seek to steal from 
unsuspecting customers

In the last year, local utility companies such as Rocky 
Mountain Power have seen an influx of scammers 
targeting their customers. The subsidiary company of 
PacifiCorp is continuously warning the public of these 
scams.

“Somehow, these scammers are obtaining our 
customers phone numbers, and calling them to collect 
payment for themselves,” says an anonymous employee 
of Rocky Mountain Power. This individual wished 
to remain nameless due to the company’s policy on 
speaking with the press.

“They're telling our customers to pay a certain 
amount of money with a pre-paid credit cards, or their 
power will be shut off immediately,” says the employee.

It’s fair to say that the culprits of these crimes are 
convincing customers to use pre-paid credit cards 
because they’re untraceable. Money can’t be returned 
to these types of cards, and it’s fairly difficult to trace 
purchases on them. Also, according to our source, the 
first red flag is in the fact that the customers are being 
contacted for immediate power shut off.

"We, as a company, go through multiple lines of 
communication weeks in advance of a customer’s power 
being shut off, and also offer multiple payment options,” 
says the employee.

The employee continued to explain that it’s never an 
option for Rocky Mountain Power to skip these lines 

of communication. The utility company will always 
notify their customers of past-due balances on multiple 
occasions, some of which are required by law. The 
Electric Service Regulation, enforced by the Public 
Utility Commission of Utah, states that a utility company 
must provide a 10-day final notification of shut off.

Another alarming characteristic of the phone scams, 
is the perpetrator’s ability to manipulate caller IDs to 
appear as a legitimate phone number. Even if a customer 
of Rocky Mountain Power has or knows the company’s 
number, the scammers can get around this by having 
their line appear as any number they wish. Ideally, for 
the scammers, the number of Rocky Mountain Power.

The employee of Rocky Mountain extended their 
advice to combat this elusive technique.

“The first thing a customer should do in event of 
receiving a phone call from us, is hang up and call us 
themselves,” says the employee. “Even if it was, in fact, 
Rocky Mountain Power contacting them, it’s important 
for our customers to avoid these predatory practices.”

This is a simple yet effective way to avoid these 
types of scams. If a customer reaches out to their power 
company, chances are that they’ll be connected with the 
proper outlets. Even when considering the scammer’s 
ability to manipulate caller IDs, it’s still extremely 
difficult to re-route an outgoing phone call, seemingly 
at random.

In addition to the phone call attempts in scamming 
customers, the offenders are sometimes sending 
fraudulent emails to existing customers, trying to get 
them to click on malicious links holding malware and 
spyware.

The best way to avoid these mischievous emails, is to 
ignore them and go directly to Rocky Mountain Power’s 
website, if electronic payment or communication is 
preferred. Otherwise, as a rule of thumb, clicking on 
links in any email should be avoided if possible. In this 
case, contacting your utility company directing by phone 
remains effective.

“We’re continuing to do our best in informing 
our customers of these dangers,” says the employee. 
“There’s information available on our website, we send 
mail to our customers warning them of scams, and we 
even have departments that actively pursue in finding 
the scammers.” For those curious about what Rocky 
Mountain Power suggests themselves, some tips can be 
found here. The company also urges their customers to 
be vigilant when asked for “on-the-spot” payments, and 
to gather as much information as they can in the event 
of a possible scam. Collecting a name, callback number 
or other relevant information is very useful to police and 
Rocky Mountain Power. Being diligent and careful can 
prove incredibly important.

As the summer season approaches and cooling bills increase, these scams are likely to increase too.

 ■ Photo by  Damien Gadal v ia Wik imedia 
Commons
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